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1. Academic activities carried out at the host university

Please give a brief description of the academic activities performed at the host university and the knowledge received thanks to the training emphasizing on your performance and the outcomes.

I attended as an observer in political economics class. It is knowledgeable for me. I found the class is interactive between professor and students. Most of the students actively participate in lecture. So, teaching style is student-centre approach. It is really what we should do in our university. Next interesting point is evaluation system. Each professor has their own evaluation method. I found that all methods are targeted to student to be professional in real world.

As we visited to Granada University to attend training for Master of Tourism, I mainly focused on topics which is related with Tourism. I tried to know how they design curriculum, which subjects are suitable for Myanmar, and how they link with different stakeholders for internship program, how they assess students’ performance. Moreover, visiting researcher in Faculty of Economics explained about the economics courses in Master of Tourism and bachelor of tourism. He explained in detail about the courses concerning with tourism economics.
2. Your stay at the host university

Please describe your stay and personal experience at the host university, e.g. interaction with local staff including fellow professors and researchers.

In 7.10.2019, we had meeting with Aurora at Unidad de Calidad, Innovación Docente y Prospectiva. She explained about detailed plan to do during staying in Granada University.

In 8.10.2019, there was meeting with comordinador from Faculty of Environmental Education. Some teachers explained about the curriculum of environmental education and teaching style.

In 10.10.2019, we have meeting with the staff team of the faculty Economics and Tourism. We discussed about the curriculum and sallybus of Master of Tourism. They explained about the subjects which are lectured in Master of Tourism and Bachelor of Tourism in detail. Furthermore, we also asked about the internship program. At that day, we met with the vicerector for Internationalization a t 18:30 at the rectorate. In 11.10.2019, we met with the team of internationalization of the faculty of Economics. He showed us around the Faculty, activities which are yearly done in University. Moreover, he also explained about the campus in Granada University.

In 16.10.2019, we had meeting with Domingo Barrera, responsable of mobilities with Myanmar. He explained about Project of ERAMOUS and activities which were being implemented in Myanmar. He also informed the student mobility, staff mobility and teacher mobility with the partner countries. At 11:15 we had meeting with Pedro Garcia, responsable of internationalization of International School of Postgraduate Studies. He explained the network of Granada University and other universities and their teaching and learning. He also explained how can the foreign students apply in Granada University and teaching and learning system of doctoral program.
3. Returning to your home country
Please describe how you plan to apply the knowledge and experience acquired during your mobility upon your return to your home country. This mobility is knowledgeable and invaluable. Knowledge and experiences acquired during mobility will be applied in Master of Tourism program which will be opened coming January, 2020. Moreover, my department, department of economics, has also Master of Development Studies programme. So I can share this knowledge and experience in that program.
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